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ABSTRACT

Recently, much attention has been focused on the definition and structure of the hippocampus and its subfields, while the projections from the hippocampus have been relatively understudied. Here, we derive a reliable protocol for manual segmentation of hippocampal white matter regions (alveus, fimbria, and fornix) using high-resolution magnetic resonance images that are complementary to our previous definitions of the hippocampal subfields, both of which are freely available at http://cobralab.net/files/AmaralWhitematterAtlas.zip. Our segmentation methods demonstrated high inter- and intra-rater reliability, were validated as inputs in automated segmentation, and were used to analyze the trajectory of these regions in both healthy aging (OASIS), and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and mild cognitive impairment (MCI; using ADNI). We observed significant bilateral decreases in the fornix in healthy aging while the alveus and cornu ammonis (CA) 1 were well preserved (all p’s<0.006). MCI and AD demonstrated significant decreases in fimbriae and fornices. Many hippocampal subfields exhibited decreased volume in both MCI and AD, yet no significant differences were found between MCI and AD cohorts themselves. Our results suggest a neuroprotective or compensatory role for the alveus and CA1 in healthy aging and suggest that an improved understanding of the volumetric trajectories of these structures is required.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In recent years the human hippocampus and medial temporal lobe (MTL) cortices have
received considerable attention in the study of health and disease. Among the many cognitive processes that involve these structures, their vital role within the memory circuit has been, for the most part, well documented (see Eichenbaum, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007 for review). Located in the MTL, the circuit involves the projection of sensory inputs to the MTL cortices (i.e. the perirhinal, parahippocampal, and entorhinal cortices), which then direct inputs to the hippocampus (Amaral & Lavenex, 2007; Duvernoy, Cattin, & Risold, 2013). The neuroanatomical subdivisions of the hippocampus include several subfields with intricate morphology and complex synaptic connections. Although terminology varies across authors, the most consistently recognized subfields that together define the hippocampal formation (HF) include: the subiculum, cornu ammonis (CA; 1 to 4) and the dentate gyrus (DG; Duvernoy et al., 2013; Konrad et al., 2009). Although some authors include the presubiculum, parasubiculum and entorhinal cortex (Andersen, 2007; Witter, 2007), the present paper maintains the subfields in the aforementioned definition of HF.

While controversy exists regarding the structure-function relationships of the subfields, there is general consensus that subfields play an important role in the encoding and translational process of memory formation (e.g. Lee, Rao, & Knierim, 2004; Mueller, Chao, Berman, & Weiner, 2011). The constantly improving resolution and contrast of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquisition and analysis techniques has motivated an increasing number of researchers to study the structure and function of HF subfields. For example, both the MTL cortices and HF subfields have been relatively well-studied within the context of neurodegenerative disease states (Apostolova & Thompson, 2008; Chételat et al., 2008; Frisoni et al., 2008) as well as healthy aging (Voineskos et al., 2015; La Joie et al., 2010; Mueller & Weiner, 2009; Mueller et al., 2007). However, throughout the majority of its anterior to posterior extent, the HF is enveloped on its superior surface by white matter (WM) emanating from within the HF. These afferent myelinated fibers coat the HF (i.e. alveus and fimbria) and contour its trajectory through the MTL.
(see SM Figure 1). Near the HF tail, the WM coalesces while curving superiorly and anteriorly forming the fornix. Projections then reach the anterior nuclei of the thalamus via the mammillary bodies prior to their ascent into higher cortical regions. It is these WM regions that have received significantly less attention in the literature.

Recent *in vivo* structural MRI of the HF and its subfields have utilized a combination of high-field and high-resolution MRI acquisition techniques, post-mortem data, and long scan times to image HF subfields (Adler et al., 2014; La Joie et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2007; Olsen et al., 2013; Palombo et al., 2013; Van Leemput et al., 2009; Winterburn et al., 2013; Wisse et al., 2012; Yushkevich et al., 2009). An important limitation is the laborious manual segmentation for deriving the definitions of different subfields, although, some fully automated algorithms do exist (Iglesias et al., 2015; Pipitone et al., 2014; Van Leemput et al., 2009; Yushkevich, Pluta, et al., 2015b; Yushkevich et al., 2010). While, several protocols exist for segmentation of HF subfields (La Joie et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2007; Olsen et al., 2013; Palombo et al., 2013; Van Leemput et al., 2009; Winterburn et al., 2013) and the MTL cortices (Olsen et al., 2013; Palombo et al., 2013; Pruessner et al., 2002), few exist for the WM regions of the memory circuit.

Previously published protocols for the segmentation of the fornix (see: Bilir et al., 1998; Copenhaver et al., 2006; Gale, Johnson, Bigler, & Blatter, 1995; Kuzniecky et al., 1999; Zahajszky et al., 2001) have several limitations: they exclude the posterior and/or anterior areas of the fornix, they do not separate the left and right fornices, and they use standard MRI acquisitions that are limited in resolution and contrast. Most protocols, because of limitations in image resolution, excluded the alveus and fimbria altogether. Although some groups have completed segmentations of the alveus and fimbria as part of HF subfield work (Parekh, Rutt, Purcell, Chen, & Zeineh, 2015; Wang et al., 2003; Zeineh, Holdsworth, Skare, Atlas, & Bammer, 2012), protocols often lack anatomical details (partly due to limited resolution), and tend to group
the alveus and fimbria together. Although such grouping serves to instill a more reliable WM definition, this introduces structural inaccuracies and limits the depth of investigation possible.

Given the absence of a viable segmentation protocol for the alveus, fimbria and fornix, our first objective was to create a complete, detailed, and reliable segmentation procedure adhering to the true anatomy of these regions. The resulting segmentation protocol maps the complete anterior–posterior extent of the alveus, fimbria, and fornix using high-resolution 3T MRI-data previously used to define HF subfield anatomy and complements our previous protocol for HF subfield segmentation (Winterburn et al., 2013). In addition, we have made these atlases freely available for use by the scientific community at http://cobralab.net/files/AmaralWhitematterAtlas.zip. Our second objective was to evaluate the automatic labeling of these structures on standard MRI data using a framework validated previously for labeling HF subfields (Chakravarty et al., 2013; Pipitone et al., 2014). Our third objective was to characterize the volume of the HF and WM substructures through the course of healthy and pathological aging using these newly derived atlases of the HF subfields and WM tracts as inputs. Specifically, the OASIS dataset (416 individuals aged 18-96; Marcus et al., 2007) was used to investigate the normative trends of HF and WM substructure through the course of healthy aging. Lastly, we explored the volumetry of these WM structures in the study of patients suffering from Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or mild cognitive impairment (MCI) using data from the Alzheimer’s NeuroImaging Initiative (ADNI1) 3T baseline dataset. We hypothesized there would be a decrease in all WM volumes throughout aging and across MCI and AD conditions relative to controls. Specifically, we hypothesized stepwise decreases in WM regions, with the AD cohort exhibiting the greatest WM volume loss relative to the control group.

2.0 METHODS

Three main methods were used to produce the contributions of this manuscript. The first involves the description of the detailed manual segmentation protocol defined for the WM
(alveus, fimbria, and fornix) of the HF; the second is the validation of this protocol for use in a fully automated segmentation scheme; and the final is the application of the automated protocol on the OASIS and ADNI datasets to study healthy and pathological aging respectively.

2.1 Atlas Image Acquisition

Acquisition and pre-processing protocols have been described previously in detail (Park et al., 2014; Winterburn et al., 2013) but are repeated here for thoroughness. High-resolution T1- and T2-weighted images used for the development of our manual segmentation protocol are from data acquired from 5 healthy subjects (2 male, 3 female, aged 29-57, average age of 37 years). All images were acquired on a 3T GE Discovery MR 750 system (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (Toronto, Canada) using an 8-channel head coil. Three separate sets of high-resolution T1 and T2-weighted images were acquired. T1-weighted images were acquired using the 3D inversion-prepared fast spoiled gradient-recalled echo acquisition (FSPGR-BRAVO; TE/TR = 4.3 ms/9.2 ms, TI = 650 ms, α = 8°, 2NEX, FOV = 22 cm, slice thickness = 0.6 mm, 384 × 384 in-plane steps). High-resolution T2-weighted images were acquired using the 3D fast spin echo acquisition (FSE-CUBE; TE/TR = 95.3 ms/2500 ms, ETL = 100 ms, 2NEX, FOV = 22 cm, slice thickness = 0.6 mm, 384 × 384 in-plane steps). Both image sets have an isotropic voxel size of 0.6 mm. A final isotropic voxel size of 0.3 mm was obtained for both T1 and T2 images using reconstruction filters, ZIPX2 and ZIP512. All images were converted to the MINC file format and subsequent image processing and neuroanatomical labeling was performed using tools from the MINC software distribution (http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ServicesSoftware/HomePage).

Each image was corrected for RF inhomogeneity non-uniformity (Sled, Zijdenbos, & Evans, 1998) and the three T1 and T2-weighted images were averaged together following rigid-body alignment (Collins, Neelin, Peters, & Evans, 1994) in order to decrease noise and increase
contrast. Each image was then normalized to a fixed intensity range (0–10,000), and intensity-averaged on a voxel-by-voxel basis to enhance signal and contrast (Holmes et al., 1998) to produce one final T1, and T2-weighted image volume. T1- and T2-weighted averages were then rigidly aligned to one another (Collins et al., 1994) to allow for neuroanatomical homology between the contrasts.

2.2 Manual Tracing Protocol

Whereas past protocols have only involved manual tracings of the fornix, the present study seeks to delineate the left and right alveus, fimbria, and fornix using the high-resolution images described above. In addition, the protocol is tailored to fit with our previously published protocol for segmentation of the HF subfields (Winterburn et al., 2013). A variety of different anatomical papers and print atlases were used to create the WM atlases (e.g. Duvernoy et al., 2013; Mai, Majtanik, & Paxinos, 2015; Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) and segmentations were additionally inspected for anatomical accuracy by author JCP. All tracings were completed using the Display software package (part of the MINC toolkit: http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ServicesSoftware/HomePage). In general, contrast differences were used to discern the WM from the HF grey matter and surrounding structures. In areas of anatomical uncertainty, geometrical rules were applied to maintain a consistent approach that approximates the known neuroanatomy while allowing the protocol to be effectively replicated by others; a strategy successfully employed by our group (Park et al., 2014; Winterburn et al., 2013) and others (Ekstrom et al., 2009; Kerchner et al., 2010; La Joie et al., 2010; Libby, Ekstrom, Ragland, & Ranganath, 2012; Malykhin, Lebel, Coupland, Wilman, & Carter, 2010; Mueller & Weiner, 2009; Palombo et al., 2013; Pluta, Yushkevich, Das, & Wolk, 2012; Preston et al., 2010; Pruessner et al., 2000; Wisse et al., 2012; Yushkevich et al., 2009; 2010). Similarly, this has also been the case for the application of histologically derived MR atlases (Adler et al., 2014) where visual inspection of such atlases has also been used in conjunction with other atlases to
approximate borders of HF subfields in head and tail sections (Yushkevich, Pluta, et al., 2015b). Although T1-weighted scans were mainly used to guide segmentation, T2-weighted scans proved useful as a second anatomical reference (most notably in areas where the T2 contrast provided more visibility; e.g. the anterior pillars of the fornix or WM posterior to the crux of the fornix). Given that the present WM structures have a complex three-dimensional shape (e.g. fornix twists and turns in and out of various planes), all views were employed to aid delineation. Some of the WM structures may be more visible in one plane (i.e. sagittal, coronal, axial) than another. For similar reasons, 3D surface representations of segmentations were used to guide tracing in ambiguous areas and to enforce strict neuroanatomical homology. The description provided below represents only a summary of the devised tracing protocol. A comprehensive version of the protocol with specific written guidelines per structure and corresponding 17 anatomically detailed images, can be found in Supplementary Materials Section 1.2: Manual Tracing Protocol.

**General anatomy of the alveus, fimbria, and fornix:** The human HF is a curved cylindrical-like brain structure located in the MTL. The HF exists bilaterally and consists of a coiled elaboration of the cerebral cortex extending medially in the anterior-posterior direction. The HF rises slightly dorsally along its long-axis when moving from anterior to posterior and is enveloped by WM protruding from within the HF. These myelinated fibers envelop the HF and, for the most part, contour its trajectory through the medial temporal lobe until they aggregate near the HF tail and curve superiorly and anteriorly, projecting to the mammillary bodies. The alveus covers the majority of the anterior and superior portion of the HF head. It also extends along the length of the HF, appearing along the wall of the lateral ventricle, located superolateral on the surface of the HF. Tracts comprising the anterior, lateral and posterior sections of the alveus move medially and give rise to a concentrated fiber bundle; the fimbria. The fimbria which appears along the superomedial edge of the HF is considerably larger, and thus, more visible than the alveus. Moving posteriorly, the fimbria then transitions into the crux of the fornix. At this point the WM
tracts of the fornices move superiorly and anteriorly continuing through the midline of the brain. As the fornices travel through the center of the lateral ventricles, both fornices (left and right) merge to form the body of the fornix. Finally, anterior to this, both fornices separate and descend to form the anterior pillars of the fornix, and connect with the mammillary bodies (see Supplementary Materials Section 1.1: General Anatomy of Alveus, Fimbria and Fornix).

**Alveus:** Identification of the alveus begins in the coronal plane in the anterior to posterior direction (all other planes including 3D reconstruction were used to aid tracing). At its most anterior extremity, the alveus first appears as a circular/oval shape approximately 1mm prior to the emergence of the HF head as previously identified (Winterburn et al., 2013). At this point, all high-intensity WM voxels (similar to those of the corpus callosum or anterior commissure) are included as alveus; the superior border being the grey matter of the amygdala, and inferior border being the WM superior to the entorhinal and perirhinal cortices. Once the HF head emerges, the alveus sits atop the HF and is inferiorly bounded by the grey matter ribbon of the CA region (see Figure 1A, i). Since the WM of the alveus blends inferiorly with that of the WM superior to the parahippocampal gyrus, an approximation is made such that the alveus extends superiorly on the HF from the lateral-most extent of the HF to the medial most extent (see Figure 1A, ii, iii). In more posterior slices, the HF shifts superiorly towards the lateral ventricle. At this point the WM of the alveus extends more laterally and blends with the WM inferior to the HF. In order to ensure inclusion of voxels contained within the alveus, the lateral boundary is taken to be the point at which the WM of the alveus meets the floor of the lateral ventricle (Figure 1B, iv). Medially, the alveus is traced until it is no longer visible. While the inferior boundary remains the same as in previous slices, the superior boundary at this point now becomes the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of the lateral ventricle. For the most part, the alveus maintains the same boundaries from the HF body to the tail, running laterally and superiorly along the HF. Following the disappearance of the uncus of the HF head, the WM of the alveus and fimbria become
indistinguishable at the level of the HF body. Here, a geometric rule was devised to separate these two regions. This involved bisecting the entire WM ribbon superior to the HF with a vertical line down the middle of the top most undulation of the HF body (see Figure 1C, v). This measurement was taken to be the half-way point between the medial end of the CA4/DG (i.e. the medial-most termination of CA4/DG and the stratum radiatum, lacunosum and moleculare (SR/SL/SM) subregions as defined by Winterburn et al. (2013)) and the lateral most point of the HF WM, which extends out into the lateral ventricle. All WM occurring lateral to this vertical line was demarcated as alveus. In posterior sections near the HF tail, the high intensity signal contrast of the WM ribbon begins to decrease with each consecutive slice until it completely disappears. Segmentation of the alveus therefore terminated on the last slice on which it was discernible.

**Fimbria:** Moving along the HF from anterior to posterior in the coronal plane, segmentation of the fimbria begins once the uncal sulcus appears. In the case of the fimbria, all cardinal orthogonal planes were used to aid tracing. Similar to the alveus, the fimbria is superiorly bordered by the CSF and inferiorly bordered by the grey matter of the uncus of the HF head. At the level of the uncus, the fimbria extends laterally until it reaches the lateral most undulation of the HF. This point coincides with the medial termination of the CA2/3 and DG/CA4 regions in our previous HF subfield atlas (Winterburn et al., 2013). The fimbria continues medially until the high intensity WM ribbon is no longer visible. In more posterior coronal sections, the fimbria begins to separate from the uncus and is flanked by the alveus. At the level of the HF body, a vertical line is drawn bisecting the WM ribbon on top of the HF, exactly half-way up the lateral-most undulation of the HF (Figure 1C, v). All WM medial to this line is included as fimbria. All other border definitions remain the same. Tracing of the fimbria continues until the crux of the fornix is in full view coronally (Figure 1E, vi).
**Fornix**: Tracing of the fornix begins in the coronal plane once the crux of the fornix is in full view (Figure 1E, vi). All other planes including 3D surface representations were also used to aid tracing. At this point, the fornix is bound inferomedially by the pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus and by the CSF of the quadrigeminal cistern. Since the WM of the fornix blends superiorly with the WM of the corpus callosum (Figure 1E, vii) and the commissure of the fornix, a reliable geometric rule to maintain tracing accuracy was employed. This involved tracing the WM along the angle where the fornix meets the superior WM from its lateral to medial edge (Figure 1E, red line). The lateral boundary of the fornix at this point is the medial edge of the alveus. In more posterior sections the WM of the fornix becomes removed from the WM of the corpus callosum and is traced until it is no longer visible. Tracing in the coronal plane ensues anterior to the crux of the fornix where the fornix moves superiomedially and anteriorly. The fornix takes a flattened appearance as its inferior, medial, and lateral aspects are all bordered by the CSF of the lateral ventricle. Here, the superiomedial border is the same as listed previously (Figure 1I, red line). The fornix then detaches from the corpus callosum (Figure 1H, viii) and tracing includes only the condensed area of high-intensity WM. These demarcations continue throughout the body of the fornix coronally until the anterior pillars of the fornix are reached (Figure 1F). At this point, the fornix moves inferiorly in two separate columns to meet the mammillary bodies. At this point, the axial view of the T2-weighted images is best used to trace WM of the fornix.
Figure 1. Example of segmentation protocol for the alveus fimbria and fornix. Columns A-E show unlabeled coronal slices for the white matter regions. Representative slices of the fornix are also included in rows F-I. White matter labels are presented along side hippocampal subfield labels from Winterburn et al. (2013). Both T1 and T2 images were cross-referenced during tracing. Sagittal and axial sections were also used to guide tracing. A) Depicts tracing protocol for the alveus at the level of the anterior HF head region. The alveus is bordered superiorly by the grey matter of the amygdala and inferiorly by the grey matter of the hippocampus (i). Sitting on top of the hippocampus, it includes the white matter ribbon extending from the most medial extension of the hippocampus (ii) to the most lateral extension of the hippocampus (iii). B) Shows segmentation protocol for the alveus in the head of the hippocampus. The alveus is bordered superiorly by the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of the lateral ventricle, and inferiorly by the hippocampus. It extends medially over the hippocampal undulations until it is no longer visible. Laterally the alveus is traced until it reaches the point where it meets the end of the lateral ventricle (iv). C) The alveus maintains the same border definitions except for its medial extent. Due to the presence of the fimbria, the alveus continues medially half-way up the top most undulation of the hippocampal body (v). The white matter ribbon medial to this extent is taken to be fimbria. D) Coronal slice though more posterior regions of the hippocampal body. E) The fimbria is traced until the presence of the crux of the fornix (vi), while the alveus remains. At this point the fornix is continued superiomedially until it meets the white matter of the corpus callosum (vii). F) Anterior pillars of the fornix. Axial sections were most useful in identifying the anterior pillars of the fornix as they descend inferiorly to reach the mammillary bodies. G) Coronal section through the body of the fornix. All high intensity white matter of the fornix is included in segmentation. H) Coronal section through the posterior body of the fornix. The fornix at this level is surrounded by CSF. I) A section though the posterior fornix just prior to the crux of the fornix. Superiomedially the fornix follows the same rule as in vii.

2.3 Reliability of Manual Segmentation

The alveus, fimbria, and fornix of all 5 high-resolution scans were segmented using the protocol described above. Both intra and inter-rater reliability was assessed and consisted of retracing three randomly selected brains bilaterally. In order to reduce artificial increases in accuracy due to rater memory, all manual segmentations were completed 6-18 months after
completion of initial segmentations by two authors of this manuscript: one who developed the majority of the protocol (RSCA) and another who was taught the protocol de novo (VL) based on the description provided in this manuscript. Both tracers used not only the same tracing program (MINC Display) and style (i.e. mouse and keyboard), but also maintained the same screen size, resolution and image intensities across all tracings. Reliability for WM regions was measured using Dice’s Kappa (Dice, 1945), which measures the degree of overlap between test and re-test labels (1 = full overlap, 0 = no overlap).

2.4 Investigation of the Memory Circuit in Healthy and Pathological Aging

2.4.1 Healthy Aging Dataset: OASIS

The OASIS cross sectional dataset was used to assess variation in WM (i.e. alveus, fimbria, and fornix) through the course of healthy aging (Marcus et al., 2007). A composite dataset, OASIS includes T1-weighted images from a total of 416 participants aged 18-96 scanned at 1.5T (3-5 scans per subject at 1x1x1.25mm, then rigidly registered, averaged, and resampled to 1mm isotropic voxel dimensions). Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scores were provided for each subject where 0 = no dementia, 0.5 = very mild dementia, 1= mild dementia, 2 = moderate dementia (Morris, 1993). To ensure that individuals suspected of having Alzheimer’s disease or any existing cognitive impairment were excluded, 100 individuals with CDR scores greater than 0 were removed. A total of 316 individuals were used in the final analysis (See Table 1 for demographic information; see Supplementary Materials Section 1.3: Population Demographics for age/sex distributions).
Table 1. Demographic Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>OASIS</th>
<th>ADNI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>MCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n*</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>18-94</td>
<td>70-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>45.17 (23.88)</td>
<td>75.11 (3.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females, n (%)</td>
<td>197 (62.3%)</td>
<td>29 (61.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*n represents the number of subjects within the given dataset used. Some subjects were excluded due to CDR scores or segmentation failure.

2.4.2 Pathological Aging Dataset: ADNI1 3T baseline

Pathological aging data used in this article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). The ADNI was launched in 2003 as a public-private partnership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD). For up-to-date information, see www.adni-info.org. The ADNI1 3T baseline dataset was used to assess the role of WM in pathological aging. This provided a healthy control group, an MCI group of 69 and an AD group (see Table 1 for demographic information; see Supplementary Materials Section 1.3: Population Demographics for age/sex distributions). Similar to the OASIS scans, all T1-weighted images maintained a 1mm isotropic voxel resolution.

2.4.3 Image Pre-Processing

In order to facilitate the downstream segmentation pipeline, OASIS images underwent pre-processing with N4 nonuniform intensity normalization (Tustison et al., 2010) followed by
neck cropping. Preprocessed ADNI1 3T baseline data (i.e., gradwarp, B1 non-uniformity and N3 correction; Sled et al., 1998; Zheng, Chee, & Zagorodnov, 2009) were cropped to remove the neck. All images were quality controlled prior to, and following image processing for multiple MRI artifacts including motion artifacts (e.g., ringing, striping, or blurring), signal loss/susceptibility artifact, field of view clipping, and ghosting.

2.5 Automatic Segmentation: MAGeT-Brain Segmentation

Multiple automatically generated templates (MAGeT) Brain segmentation (Chakravarty et al., 2013; Pipitone et al., 2014) was used in conjunction with the 5 high-resolution atlases to derive automatically generated segmentations of the subfields and WM of the HF. MAGeT Brain employs multi-atlas label fusion via majority vote following a bootstrapping procedure that uses a template library composed of images from the dataset under analysis. In this manner, high-resolution atlases are used to segment this template set of individuals. The template library is then used to segment the entire dataset. Subjects in the template library may be purposely hand-picked in order to match the demographics of the larger cohort. This selection process is completed independently by hand prior to MAGeT Brain implementation. Aside from this, MAGeT Brain is a fully automatic segmentation pipeline and requires no human interaction. In the current study, we implement MAGeT Brain with a total of 21 templates (both for OASIS and the ADNI datasets; as per Pipitone et al., 2014). Using nonlinear registration (Avants et al., 2008) each atlas was used to label each template library image. Each subject was then labeled using nonlinear registration between each image in the template library, yielding 105 (5 atlases x 21 templates) possible candidate segmentations for each subject. These candidate labels were then fused via majority vote to create the final label. With voxel-wise majority vote, each voxel is given the most frequent label at that specific voxel location amongst all 105 candidate segmentations. In this way, the label receiving the highest count in any given voxel becomes the final label. Images in the template library were chosen to represent the demographic spread
within each cohort under study. OASIS templates maintained a mean age of 42.70 (SD = 21.18 years and 52.38% female). For the ADNI cohort, templates chosen maintained a mean age of 74.23 (SD = 7.20, 52.38% female; 4 healthy controls, 12 MCI, and 5 AD). All 466 MAGeT-Brain outputs (315 OASIS, 151 ADNI) were assessed for quality via manual inspection on a slice-by-slice basis by one of the authors of the manuscript (RSCA). Quality control was based on specific set of rules where each segmentation was assigned either a score of 0 (fail), 0.5 (good pass), or 1 (excellent pass; see Supplementary Materials Section 1.4 for more information on our detailed quality control procedure). Proper implementation of the MAGeT Brain pipeline relies on supercomputing infrastructures. All computations were performed using the available supercomputer resources at the SciNet HPC Consortium (Loken et al., 2010). When run in such an environment, and in an embarrassingly parallel fashion, computation time typically requires 2-4 hours and may vary based on the type of input data.

2.6 Reliability of automatic segmentation

Although MAGeT-Brain has been previously validated for HF segmentation (Pipitone et al., 2014), an additional validation effort was made in order to verify if the WM regions defined above could be identified on standard 1mm isotropic T1-weighted acquisitions. In order to test the reliability of the MAGeT-Brain labels, MAGeT labels were generated from the OASIS reliability dataset (consisting of 30 individuals scanned twice with a delay of 1-89 days). A total of 20 individuals were used after exclusion for possible pathological conditions (see Section 2.4.1). Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to assess the degree of correlation between the labels generated from the first and the second scan. Although this would provide a measure of precision, in order to test the accuracy of MAGeT brain segmentation, individual subject first scans were rigidly registered to the second scan (with 6 degrees of freedom; Avants, Epstein, Grossman, & Gee, 2008). Resulting transformations were used to transform the MAGeT labels calculated on the first scan of the subject into the space of the repeat scan. Dice’s Kappa
was used to assess the degree of overlap between labels where 0 represents no overlap and 1 represents perfect overlap between labels:

\[ \kappa = \frac{2a}{2a + b + c} \]

Here, the number of voxels in both segmentations is denoted by \( a \) while \( b + c \) represents the sum of voxels unique to each respective label. Although registration and resampling errors will confound the quality of this evaluation, we use this to establish a possible lower bound on MAGeT Brain segmentation reliability in the context of labeling standard T1-weighted MRIs.

An additional test for precision was completed which involved the use of a modified leave-one-out-cross validation (LOOCV), similar to the simulation approach presented in our previous work (Pipitone et al., 2014). In this approach, each high-resolution T1-weighted atlas is downsampled to 1 mm isotropic voxel dimensions, and automatically segmented using the remaining atlases. Similarly, the downsampled versions of the homologous manually derived labels are used as a gold standard for segmentation against automated evaluation. Each LOOCV round involved the selection of a single downsampled atlas image treated as a subject image to be segmented by MAGeT-BRAIN. Given that the final step of the MAGeT-BRAIN pipeline involves a majority vote and that an odd number of input atlases improves segmentation (Pipitone et al., 2014), all combinations of three input atlases were used. Thus, each downsampled atlas is segmented once using each possible combination of 3 of the 4 high-resolution atlases. Therefore, for each of the five atlases, a total of 4 segmentations were evaluated per run, resulting in combined total of 5x4=20 segmentations evaluated overall. The template library was composed of all 5 downsampled atlases as well as 14 OASIS scans. Dice’s Kappa was calculated for each of the 20 segmentations per region (via comparison to the downsampled gold standard labels).
2.7 Whole-Brain Volume Estimation

The OASIS and ADNI datasets include estimates of total intracranial volume (eTIV; as derived from FreeSurfer) and were used in subsequent analyses. Recently, an arguably more robust measure of total brain volume, brain extraction based on a nonlocal segmentation technique (BEaST; Eskildsen et al., 2012), has also been used in recent literature for providing whole-brain measures. Although results presented in the present paper include those using the eTIV as provided with each dataset, results were additionally run using BEaST outputs as a complementary measure (See Supplementary Materials Sections 2.2 and 2.3 for more information on BEaST).

2.8 Statistical Analysis

A general linear model (GLM) accounting for sex and eTIV was used to assess the relationship between volumes of the structures and age in the OASIS dataset. Models assessing age by sex interactions as well as the presence of quadratic and cubic effects of age were also assessed. Analysis was performed for the entire HF (i.e. combined subfields) and WM circuit (i.e. combined WM regions) first as a whole, then repeated for individual HF subfields and WM structures. Effect sizes (standardized β values) were calculated for each region. Multiple comparisons between all 16 subregions of the memory circuit were corrected for using Bonferroni correction (here, corrected threshold corresponds to \( p < 0.0031; \) uncorrected \( p \) values are also reported). Pair-wise structural correlations were also assessed to test for volumetric relationships between all WM or HF subregions to determine if there were any significant subregion grouping patterns in the normative neurodegenerative process or if pairs of subfields and HF WM regions degenerated with a consistent patterning. Prior to correlation analyses, volumes were first residualized for effects of age, sex and eTIV. A correlation matrix was generated with a bootstrap of 10,000 iterations for matrices of the left and right volumes separately, and 100,000 times for the bilateral correlation matrix.
In the ADNI data, a GLM accounting for age, sex and eTIV, was used to assess differences in volume across controls, MCI, and AD groups. Once again, correction for multiple comparisons yielded a Bonferroni corrected significance level of p < 0.0031 and standardized ß values were also obtained for each region.

3.0 RESULTS

3.1 Protocol Reliability

Intra-rater reliability values evaluated though Dice’s Kappa revealed high reliabilities for WM regions, ranging from 0.81-0.90 (see Table 2). In addition, the assessment of inter-rater reliability demonstrated that reproducibility of the manual tracing protocol was high with Dice’s kappa ranging from 0.81-0.87 (Table 2). The above results were comparable to those frequently reported and accepted in HF subfield literature (de Flores et al., 2015; Mueller et al., 2010; Olsen et al., 2013; Palombo et al., 2013; Winterburn et al., 2013; Wisse et al., 2012). Three-dimensional rendering was also used to qualitatively assess morphometric contiguity and was found to be of sufficiently smoothly contours (See Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Left Dice Score</th>
<th>Right Dice Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intra (range)</td>
<td>Inter (range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intra (range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveus</td>
<td>0.88 (0.90-0.85)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.89-0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fimbria</td>
<td>0.90 (0.92-0.89)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.87-0.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fornix</td>
<td>0.89 (0.90-0.87)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.82-0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total White Matter</td>
<td>0.90 (0.90-0.89)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.84-0.75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average intra and inter-rater reliability was calculated using Dice’s volumetric Kappa. A score of 0 represents no overlap between test and retest labels, whereas a value of 1 represents a complete overlap.
Figure 2. Three dimensional reconstruction of high-resolution hippocampal subfield and white matter atlases. Bilateral 3D reconstruction of the hippocampal subfields as per Winterburn et al. (2013) are depicted in the first column. The second column depicts the novel white matter labels superimposed on the Winterburn atlas. Row A) presents a lateral view of the bilateral hippocampi and white matter. Row B) presents a superior view of the hippocampal subfields and white matter.
3.2 Quality Control of MAGeT Brain Output

Segmentation quality control of the OASIS dataset resulted in 19 out of an initial 315 subjects (6.4%) being removed due to segmentation failure (see SM Table 1). ADNI quality control resulted in the exclusion of 6 individuals out of 151 (3.97%; see SM Table 1).

3.3 MAGeT Brain Reliability

Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were used to assess the degree of correlation between the volumes generated from the first and the second OASIS scans. Results indicated a medium to high consistency for HF subfields and WM regions ranging from 0.79-0.99 (see Table 3; OASIS Validation). Dice’s Kappa was used to assess the degree of overlap between labels and revealed values ranging from 0.61-0.84 (see Table 3; OASIS Validation). Results of the LOOCV analysis revealed Dice scores ranging from 0.30-0.70 for both HF subfields and WM structures. Although these validation results are comparable to previous work from our group for automatic HF subfields (Pipitone et al., 2014), results are lower than other groups (Van Leemput et al., 2009; Yushkevich et al., 2010; Yushkevich, Pluta, et al., 2015b). Despite this, it is important to note that validation efforts of the aforementioned groups have either 1) involved manual delineations of considerably fewer HF subfields, 2) HF subfields are only traced along the body of the HF and exclude all WM regions, and 3) automated segmentation is done on high-resolution MR images (as opposed to the 1mm isotropic standard resolution used in the present study).
Table 3. Summary of MAGeT Brain Validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>OASIS Validation</th>
<th>LOOCV</th>
<th>OASIS Validation</th>
<th>LOOCV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICC (SD)</td>
<td>Dice (SD)</td>
<td>ICC (SD)</td>
<td>Dice (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.77 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.57 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA2 &amp; CA3</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.63 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentate Gyrus/CA4</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.84 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR/SL/SM</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.68 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subiculum</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.73 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveus</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.65 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fimbria</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.73 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.49 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fornix</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.80 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Matter</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.73 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.7)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampus</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.73 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.49 (0.7)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reliability values were assessed for each structure per hemisphere. MAGeT Brain labels of 20 OASIS subjects scanned at two different time points were used to assess the accuracy of MAGeT Brain segmentation. Reliability was conducted using Intraclass Correlation (ICC) which assesses the degree of volumetric correlation between test and re-test volumes. A score of 0 represents no correlation, a value of 1 represents a perfect correlation. In order to assess the precision of MAGeT Brain segmentation, labels produced from the first scan of each subject were rigidly aligned to their respective repeat scan. Kappa values were then calculated once labels were in the same space. Average reliability was assessed using Dice’s volumetric Kappa which assesses the degree of overlap between test and re-test volumes. A score of 0 represents no overlap, a value of 1 represents a perfect overlap between test and re-test labels. An additional validation of MAGeT Brain employed the use of a leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) to assess segmentation precision. Reliability was assessed again using Dice’s Kappa.

3.4 OASIS Dataset

No significant associations with age were found for combined WM volumes (i.e. sum of alveus, fimbria, and fornix; Left: R=0.03, p=0.46; Right: R=0.04, p=0.82). Out of all WM subregions, we observed a surprising positive association between bilateral alveus volumes and age (Left: R=0.35, p<0.001; Right: R=0.31, p<0.001; see Figure 3 A). Decreases in bilateral fornical volume through the adult lifespan were observed (Left: R=-0.15, p=0.0012; Right: R=-0.19, p<0.001; see Figure 3 C). The association between fimbria volume and age was less clear as the left fimbria volume decreased (R=-0.16, p=0.0011) and the right fimbria remained stable (R=-0.05, p=0.91; see Figure 3 B) in relation to age.
Figure 3. Scatter plots of white matter subfield volumes across age for 315 OASIS cases. Regression lines plotted depict volume as a function of age. Statistics reported are for a general linear model (GLM) accounting for sex and estimated total intracranial volume (eTIV). A: Plot of alveus volume as a function of age. GLM accounting for sex and eTIV demonstrated bilateral volume increases in the alveus (Left: $R=0.35$, $p<0.001$; Right: $R=0.31$, $p<0.001$). B: Plot of fimbria volume as a function of age. GLM accounting for sex and eTIV demonstrated a significant decrease for only the left fimbria ($R=-0.16$, $p<0.001$). The right fimbria was not significant ($R=-0.05$, $p=0.91$). C: Plot of fornix volume as a function of age. GLM revealed a bilateral decrease in fornix volume for both the left ($R=-0.15$, $p=0.001$) and right ($R=-0.19$, $p<0.001$) fornix. Plot depicts $p$ and adjusted $R$ values.

No significant relationship was observed for age with respect to whole HF volume (Left: $R=0.04$, $p=0.87$; Right: $R=0.07$, $p=0.077$) following Bonferroni correction. Significant associations...
between age and some of the HF subfields were also observed. A positive association between age and volumes of left and right CA1 was found (respectively, R=0.66, p<0.001; R=0.21, p<0.001; Figure 4 A). The left CA4/DG demonstrated a trend toward volumetric decrease associated with age (R=-0.09, p=0.035) while the right did not show any such association (R=0.05, p=0.937; Figure 4 B). The left SR/SL/SM was found to decrease over time (R=-0.11, p=0.014; Figure 4 C), while the decrease in the right hemisphere did not reach significance (R=-0.01, p=0.314). No significant changes were found for the left and right subiculum (respectively, R=-0.03, p=0.404; R=0.05, p=0.685) or left and right CA2/3 regions (respectively, R=0.06, p=0.867; R=0.09, p=0.054). All linear models run using BEaST-derived total brain volumes did not deviate from findings reported above (see Supplementary Materials Section 2.2 for results).

In addition, all substructures of the WM and HF were significantly associated with eTIV (p > 0.001 for all) while also covarying for sex and age. Increased left CA4/DG and fornix volumes were observed for males compared to females (p = 0.03 and p = 0.05 respectively; covariates included age and eTIV) but did not survive Bonferroni correction.
Figure 4. Scatter plots of hippocampal subfield volumes across age for 315 OASIS cases. Regression lines plotted depict volume as a function of age. Statistics reported are for a general linear model (GLM) accounting for sex and estimated total intracranial volume (eTIV). A: Plot of CA1 region volume as a function of age. GLM accounting for sex and eTIV demonstrated bilateral volume increases in the CA1 region (Left: R=0.66, p<0.001; Right: R=0.21, p<0.001). B: Plot of CA2/3 volume as a function of age. GLM revealed no significant changes for the left and right CA2/3 regions (respectively, R=0.06, p=0.867; R=0.09, p=0.054). C: Plot of CA4/DG volume as a function of age. GLM accounting for sex and eTIV demonstrated a significant decrease for only the left CA4/DG (R=-0.09, p=0.035). The right CA4/DG was not significant (R=0.05, p=0.937). D: Plot of SR/SL/SM volume as a function of age. GLM revealed a bilateral decrease in SR/SL/SM volume for the left (R=-0.11, p=0.014). The right SR/SL/SM showed no significant change (R=0.01, p=0.314). E) Plot of Subiculum volume as a function of age. GLM revealed no significant changes for the left and right subiculum (respectively, R=-0.03, p=0.404; R=0.05, p=0.685). Plot depicts p values and adjusted R values.

Bilateral increases of alveus volume over age maintained the largest effect size (left: β =0.84; right: β =0.73; see Figure 5). Largest negative effect sizes were observed for the left and right fornicial volumes (respectively, β =-0.69; β =-0.54). Out of all white matter regions the left fimbria (β =-0.15) showed the smallest effect size as it decreased in volume with age. Within the HF subfields, the bilateral CA1 region maintained the largest positive effect size (left: β =0.82; right: β =0.94) and largest negative effect sizes observed for the left CA4/DG (β =-0.32) and left SR/SL/SM (β =-0.39).
A general linear model accounting for sex, and total intercranial volume, demonstrated significant volumetric differences across age (post-Bonferroni correction) for the right and left fornix, right and left alveus, left fimbria, right and left CA1 region as well as the left SR/SL/SM. The left CA4/DG was found to be significant prior to Bonferroni correction. *p<.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, † indicates significance prior to Bonferroni correction.

A correlation matrix of the left and right volumes separately revealed generally positive correlations (Figure 6, A & B) with similar patterns across left and right hemispheres (p<0.001 for all r-values reported here). Namely the left CA1 region was significantly correlated to the left CA2/3 (r = 0.38), CA4/DG (r = 0.64) and SR/SL/SM (r = 0.74) regions. This observed positive correlation was also observed for the right CA1 with CA2/3 (r = 0.58), CA4/DG (r = 0.67) and SR/SL/SM (r = 0.82). In addition, the left alveus was positively correlated to the left CA1 (r = 0.54), CA2/3 (r = 0.70) and SR/SL/SM (r = 0.43). Similar positive correlations were also observed for the right alveus with the right CA1 (r = 0.75), CA2/3 (r = 0.70) and SR/SL/SM (r = 0.65). A bilateral correlation (Figure 6 C) revealed positive inter-hemispheric cross-correlations between the right alveus and left CA1 region (r = 0.59) as well as the left alveus and right CA1 (r...
Positive correlations were also observed between the right CA1 and left SR/SL/SM ($r = 0.67$) as well as the left CA1 and right SR/SL/SM ($r = 0.65$).

Figure 6. Structural correlation matrices of subfield volumes. A: Structural correlation matrix of left hemisphere subfields. Correlations were bootstrapped 1000 times. B: Structural correlation matrix of right hemisphere subfield volumes. Correlations were bootstrapped 1000 times. C: Structural correlation matrix of all subfield volumes bilaterally. Scale depicts degree of correlation (Pearson r value).

3.5 ADNI Dataset

In contrast to the OASIS results, a significant difference in combined WM volumes (i.e. alveus fimbria and fornix) were observed between the control and MCI group (Left: $R=-0.19$, $p=0.0073$; Right: $R=-0.18$, $p=0.016$; see Figure 7 B). A significant difference was also observed for HF whole volume between control and the MCI cohort (Left: $R=-0.33$, $p<0.001$; Right: $R=-0.24$, $p<0.001$; see Figure 7 A). Contrary to results observed in the healthy aging cohort, the
bilateral alveus did not show any significant differences between control and MCI groups (Left: R=0.24, p=0.90; Right: R=0.13, p=0.33; Figure 8 A). The left and right fimbria were found to decrease bilaterally (Left: R=-0.33, p<0.001; Right: R=-0.26, p=0.003; Figure 8. B), as did the fornix (Left: R=-0.23, p=0.0043; Right: R=-0.30, p<0.001; Figure 8 C) when comparing controls to MCI.

Between the MCI and AD cohorts no significant effect of diagnosis was found for all WM regions combined (see Figure 7 A). Trend-level differences were observed with respect to whole-HF volume differences (Left: R=-0.11, p=0.079; Right: R=-0.09, p=0.13; see Figure 7 B). Volumes of all WM subregions were not significantly different between MCI and AD except for the left fimbria, which was found to be significantly decreased in AD compared to MCI (R=-0.20, p=0.029).

Comparison between the control and AD groups yielded results that were strikingly similar to the control and MCI comparisons. AD demonstrated overall smaller combined WM volumes (Left: R=-0.30, p<0.001; Right: R²=0.20, p=0.018; see Figure 7 A), as well as the combined HF volume (Left: R=-0.52, p<0.001; Right: R=-0.42, p<0.001; see Figure 7 B). Unlike results for the normative aging sample, significant differences in alveus volume were not observed when comparing controls to the AD group. However, bilateral volume decreases were observed for both the fimbria (Left: R=-0.62, p<0.001; Right: R=-0.47, p=0.001), and fornix (Left: R=-0.26, p=0.0063; Right: R=-0.31, p<0.001). All above linear models were re-run using BEaST volumes as in the OASIS dataset and showed similar results (see Supplementary Materials Section 2.3 for results).
Figure 7. Boxplots of combined hippocampal subfield and white matter volumes for ADNI sample. A: Boxplot of whole hippocampal volume. Whole hippocampal measurement was obtained via the addition of all hippocampal subfield volumes (CA1, CA2/3, CA4/DG, Subiculum and SR/SL/SM). General linear model (GLM) accounting for age, sex and estimated total intracranial volume (eTIV) demonstrated bilateral volume decreases in the hippocampus when comparing the control cohort to the MCI group (Left: R=-0.33, p<0.001; Right: R=-0.24, p<0.001), and the Control to AD cohort (Left: R=-0.52, p<0.001; Right: R=-0.42, p<0.001). B: Boxplot of combined white matter volume. Combined white matter volume was obtained by the addition of all white matter subfield volumes (alveus, fimbria, and fornix). A GLM accounting for age, sex and eTIV demonstrated a significant decrease in combined WM volume when comparing Controls to the MCI group (Left: R=-0.19, p=0.0073; Right: R=-0.18, p=0.016), and Control to the AD group (Left: R=-0.30, p<0.001; Right: R=-0.20, p=0.018). *= p<0.05, **= p<0.01, ***=p<0.001.
Figure 8. Boxplots of white matter subfield volumes for ADNI sample. A: Boxplots depicting left and right alveus volume by group. A general linear model (GLM) accounting for age, sex and estimated total intracranial volume (eTIV) demonstrated no significant differences comparing across all cohorts. B: Boxplots depicting left and right fimbria volume by group. A GLM accounting for age, sex and eTIV demonstrated a bilateral decrease in fimbria volume when comparing controls to the MCI cohort (Left: R=-0.33, p<0.001; Right: R=-0.26, p=0.003). The left fimbria was found to have a significant decrease (R=-0.20, p=0.029) when comparing volumes of the MCI cohort to those of the AD group. Finally volumes for the bilateral fimbria significantly decreased when comparing controls to the AD cohort (Left: R=-0.26, p=0.006; Right: R=-0.31, p<0.001). C: Boxplots depicting left and right fornix volume by group. A GLM accounting for age, sex and eTIV demonstrated a bilateral decrease in fornix volume when comparing controls to the MCI cohort (Left: R=-0.23, p=0.004; Right: R=-0.30, p<0.001). Comparing controls to the AD group, a significant decrease in the left and right fornix was also found (respectively, R=-0.26, p=0.006; R=-0.31, p<0.001). * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001.
In direct contrast to the OASIS results, comparing controls to the MCI cohort (Figure 9 A), demonstrated significant decreases in left and right CA1 (respectively β =-61.1 and β =-85.0) and also more striking decreases in the left and right subiculum (respectively β =-43.2 and β =-42.8), left and right SR/SL/SM (respectively β =-67.7 and β =-46.5), left fimbria (β =-18.3), and right fornix (β =-44.6). The left and right CA4/DG regions (respectively β =-52.3 and β =-43.2) as well as the right fimbria (β =-12.7) and left fornix (β =-34.2) were significant prior to Bonferroni correction. When comparing controls to the AD cohort, significant effect sizes were observed for the left and right CA1 (respectively β =-114.0 and β =-88.7), left and right CA4/DG (respectively β =-74.3 and β =-71.8), left and right subiculum (respectively β =-67.9 and β =-62.1), left and right SR/SL/SM (respectively β =-87.3 and β =-67.3), left and right fimbria (respectively β =-29.9 and β =-13.8), and right fornix (β =-42.5). The left fornix (β =-37.6) was significant prior to Bonferroni correction. Lastly, the MCI versus AD group effect sizes (Figure 9 C) showed no significant effect sizes, although, the left and right subiculum (respectively β =-26.9 and β =-21.7), as well as the left fimbria (β =-11.8) were significant prior to Bonferroni correction.
Figure 9. Graph depicting effect size (ß values) of group status on structure volumes in ADNI sample. A general linear model (GLM) accounting for sex, and total intercranial volume was used to assess changes in volumes across all groups (post-Bonferroni correction). A: Effect sizes for controls versus MCI. Significant effect sizes were noted for the right and left CA1, right and left subiculum, right and left SR/SL/SM, left fimbria and right fornix. The left and right CA4/DG, right fimbria, and left fornix were also found to be significant prior to Bonferroni correction. B: Effect sizes for controls versus AD. Significant effect sizes were noted for the right and left CA1, right and left CA4/DG, right and left subiculum, right and left SR/SL/SM, right and left fimbria and the right fornix. The left fornix was found to be significant prior to Bonferroni correction. C: Effect sizes for MCI versus AD. No significant effect sizes were noted for all subregions. The right and left subiculum, and left fimbria were found to be significant prior to Bonferroni correction.

*p<.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, † indicates significance prior to Bonferroni correction.

4.0 DISCUSSION

In this paper we present a complete and comprehensive investigation of WM volumetry with respect to normal and pathological aging. This was accomplished via the creation, validation, and implementation of a novel methodological approach to the in vivo investigation of human extra-hippocampal WM. First, a detailed high-resolution segmentation protocol for the delineation of all WM outputs of the HF (i.e. alveus, fimbria and fornix) was developed and was found to be both reliable and reproducible; importantly we developed this protocol such that it is complementary to our existing work on the HF subfields (Winterburn et al., 2013). Secondly, we assessed the feasibility of using these manual segmentations as atlases for the automatic segmentation of HF subfields and WM by way of MAGeT-Brain segmentation. Our validation efforts demonstrated both appropriate precision and accuracy of MAGeT-Brain output segmentations at 1mm isotropic voxel dimensions. Finally, we assessed the volumetry of the WM structures in healthy and pathological aging by performing MAGeT-Brain segmentation on two different datasets, namely, the OASIS dataset (a healthy aging cohort) and the ADNI-1 3T baseline dataset (cohorts of controls, MCI and AD). While we hypothesized an overall decrease in WM and HF subregions over the course of healthy aging, we expected a stepwise decrease in
MCI to AD when compared to controls. Results indicated a preservation of the bilateral alveus and CA1 region over the course of healthy aging. Significant decreases were also noted for the bilateral fornix, left fimbria, and left SR/SL/SM regions. Comparison of the MCI cohort to controls indicated decreases in bilateral CA1, subiculum, SR/SL/SM, left fimbria and right fornix. While comparison of MCI to AD cohorts did not reveal any significant differences, the results observed for comparison of controls to AD remained markedly similar to those observed for MCI to controls with decreases observed in the bilateral CA1, CA4/DG, subiculum, SR/SL/SM, fimbria, and right fornix.

Manual segmentation has been a dominant approach for the study of HF subfields in vivo. Many protocols exist for the segmentation of the HF subfields (e.g. Bender, Daugherty, & Raz, 2013; Ekstrom et al., 2009; Kerchner et al., 2012; La Joie et al., 2010; Malykhin et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2007; Olsen et al., 2013; Palombo et al., 2013; Winterburn et al., 2013; Wisse et al., 2012; Yushkevich, Pluta, et al., 2015b; Zeineh et al., 2012) including recent work towards the development of a unified protocol (Yushkevich, Amaral, et al., 2015a; see http://www.hippocampalsubfields.com/). However, little work has been done on the segmentation of the WM of the HF. Our work improves on previously published protocols for the segmentation of the fornix (see: Bilir et al., 1998; Copenhaver et al., 2006; Gale et al., 1995; Kuzniecky et al., 1999; Zahajszky et al., 2001). To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to develop a detailed and reliable protocol for the full anterior to posterior segmentation of the alveus, fimbria, and fornix.

In addition to the above limitations observed in the segmentation protocols themselves, efficacy and quality of manual tracings also depend on field-strength, resolution, and scanning parameters used for acquisition. For example, many in vivo scanning protocols use highly anisotropic voxel
dimensions in the coronal plane with low-resolution through the anterior-posterior direction (2-3 mm; Kerchner et al., 2010; La Joie et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2007; Mueller & Weiner, 2009; Olsen et al., 2013; Palombo et al., 2013; Van Leemput et al., 2009). While these types of acquisitions are advantageous since they reduce acquisition times, they introduce significant sampling bias in the measurement of small and geometrically complex structures and partial volume effects, possibly altering the visualization of clear boundaries. While our group has recently introduced methodological developments addressing the issues present in images with anisotropic voxels (Winterburn et al., 2013), an inherent trade-off with respect to scan-time remains. Although we do not explicitly quantify this trade-off (which would be difficult to complete in the absence of data from other groups) it is likely that systematic introduction of noise in images with anisotropic voxels can be more easily overcome with increases in sample size (relative to the isotropic acquisitions from our group). In addition, some groups who segment subfields at 7T (Kerchner et al., 2012; Kirwan, Jones, Miller, & Stark, 2007; Malykhin et al., 2010; Wisse et al., 2012; Zeineh et al., 2012) argue for more precise measures while most MR research is conducted using 3T scanners. Not only are the costs of 7T scanners high, but their absence in clinical settings may also hamper data availability and corresponding study investigation.

Given the advent of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), volume is not often considered a primary metric for the MR investigation of WM integrity. In contrast to the HF and MTL cortices, volumetric analysis of the WM structures in this circuit (i.e. the alveus, fimbria and fornix) have received significantly less attention. Instead, the majority of studies focus on DWI measures. Given the proximity to the lateral ventricles, standard DWI measures of these WM projections may suffer from partial volume effects, free water contamination, and inherent spatial, as well as angular resolution constraints, all of which limit its application to only the fornix (Pelletier et al., 2013; Zhuang et al., 2013). Although different pulse sequences (e.g. FLAIR) can be used to
eliminate the CSF partial volume effect, this often comes at a cost of lowering SNR, consequently
downgrading fiber tracking results (Basser & Pajevic, 2000; Chou et al., 2005; D. K. Jones, 2003).
In addition, standard DWI measures do not maintain the level of spatial detail needed to capture
the alveus, fimbria, and areas of the anterior-most fornix. While tailored high-resolution DWI
sequences can increase fiber tracking results, these protocols often take more time to employ, are
highly specific, and subsequent analyses are generally more laborious to complete (Yassa et al.,
2010; Zeineh et al., 2012). Therefore, volumetry of these regions may be a useful proxy of WM
integrity and, potentially, a complementary analysis metric.

Advancements with respect to the automatic segmentation of HF subfields have been made over
recent years (Fischl, 2012; Iglesias et al., 2015; Pipitone et al., 2014; Van Leemput et al., 2009;
Yushkevich et al., 2010; Yushkevich, Pluta, et al., 2015b). Despite the use of high-resolution
images as inputs by some algorithms (e.g. Yushkevich, Pluta, et al., 2015b), these images still
suffer the same resolution constraints as mentioned previously. In addition, availability of such
datasets are rare. On the other hand, the majority of automatic HF subfield segmentation has
been completed on standard 1mm isotropic images (Fischl, 2012; Iglesias et al., 2015; Pipitone et
al., 2014; Van Leemput et al., 2009; Voineskos et al., 2015). It can be argued that the
dependability of using an automatic segmentation method on such data may result in imprecise
measurements. Since the MAGeT-Brain algorithm uses a combination of whole HF anatomy and
local contrast features (both of which are visible despite speculation in standard T1-weighted
images), accurate and precise measurements should be possible. Our validation efforts were
therefore motivated not only by this, but also due to the absence of any validation effort made on
behalf of the aforementioned algorithms for segmentation of HF subfields on standard MR
images (apart from our own in Pipitone et al., 2014). We demonstrated high accuracy as
measured by ICC in our first of three validations. The high ICCs supported the reproducibility of
MAGeT brain segmentation for all structures. Our corresponding two additional tests for
precision revealed lower but appropriate numbers. The Kappa values obtained following the transformation of OASIS labels into the same space represent a lower bound of reliability given the inherent error attributed with image registration. LOOCV results were similar to those previously reported by our group (Pipitone et al., 2014). Compared to other validation reports, our Dice’s Kappa values were slightly lower than those reported in Yushkevich et al., (2009; Dice range of 0.51-0.74) and Yushkevich, Pluta, et al. (2015b; Control HF subfields Dice range of 0.50-0.82). However, it is important to differentiate between the two validations as they were obtained through validation directly on high-resolution images. As described in Pipitone et al. (2014), the resampling during the LOOCV combined with the use of only three atlases may have contributed to lower overlap scores (as we have previously demonstrated). The observed lower values for WM subregions were expected, yet are still impressive given that these structures are often 1-2 voxels thick and are spatially dynamic (i.e. twist, turn and move in and out of all planes). This especially holds true of the alveus, which maintained the lowest overall reliability. Further, the Dice metric penalizes structures with high surface area-to-volume ratios; precisely the type of geometry shown in the HF WM structures. Nonetheless, it is important to understand that structures with such low reliabilities may carry within themselves a bias when applied in an automatic segmentation framework. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt at validation, let alone automatic segmentation, of the HF subfields and alveus, fimbria and fornix on T1 1mm³ standard MRI images. The use of 1mm isotropic data remains a limitation of the present study, with a trade-off made for image quantity over quality.

Compared to the study of AD and MCI, the investigation of HF subfields and WM with respect to healthy aging has been relatively limited. Consistent with our previous findings (Voineskos et al., 2015), no significant relationship with whole HF volume and age were observed, however the present study identified a strong preservation of the CA1. To date, few studies seem to support this result (La Joie et al., 2010; Voineskos et al., 2015). However, numerous studies have
demonstrated an opposite and linear decrease in CA1 volume throughout age (Mueller et al., 2007; Mueller & Weiner, 2009; Raz, Daugherty, Bender, Dahle, & Land, 2015; Shing et al., 2011; Wisse et al., 2014). It is important to note that these studies involve MR images at sub-millimeter voxel sizes, and consequently, lower participant numbers as compared to the present study. Nonetheless, other studies have used semi-automated methods (Kerchner et al., 2013) to show linear decreases in CA1 volume, while a recent automated investigation revealed no effect throughout age (Pereira et al., 2014). It has also been demonstrated that CA1 volume decline begins around the age of 50 in a nonlinear trajectory (de Flores et al., 2015). Some studies have also shown similar results to those presented in this manuscript regarding null changes in CA4/DG volume (de Flores et al., 2015; Kerchner et al., 2013; Mueller et al., 2007; Raz et al., 2015; Shing et al., 2011), yet a few studies support decreases with age (Mueller & Weiner, 2009; Pereira et al., 2014; Wisse et al., 2014; see de Flores et al., 2015, Table 3 for overview of studies investigating HF subfield structure in healthy aging). Heterogeneity in these results across laboratories may be a result of different methods used for segmentation, differing definitions of the subfields themselves, and/or differing use of covariates. For example, studies that use the Mueller protocol (Mueller et al., 2007) may suffer from a substantial bias, as this protocol only requires the demarcation of three coronal slices in the body of the HF. Further, other studies may or may not use brain volume as a covariate in their results.

No study to date has investigated changes in WM regions within the memory circuit. Thus, our results demonstrating preservation of the bilateral alveus and decreases in the left fimbria and fornices with age are the first to our knowledge. However, it should be stated that some WM regions, specifically the alveus, was an outlier in the analyses presented here. Regardless, while some volumetric studies investigating the fimbria have shown no change in volume across age (Frisoni et al., 2008; Pereira et al., 2014) the fornix has been extensively studied via DWI. Studies using quantitative fiber tracking corroborate our results by showing age-dependent reductions in
fornicial structure (Schmahmann et al., 2007; Zahr, Rohlfing, Pfefferbaum, & Sullivan, 2009), along with more recent DWI studies (Fletcher et al., 2013; Gunbey et al., 2014; C. Lebel et al., 2012; Sala et al., 2012; Sasson, Doniger, Pasternak, Tarrasch, & Assaf, 2013; Sullivan, Rohlfing, & Pfefferbaum, 2010).

Research pertaining to the study of HF subfields within the context of AD and MCI has been reasonably more extensive. Previous high-resolution volumetric studies comparing the HF subfields in AD and control cohorts have replicated our observed findings of simultaneous decreases in subiculum, CA1, CA4/DG and SR/SL/S volume together (Adachi et al., 2003; Boutet et al., 2014; de Flores et al., 2015; La Joie et al., 2010). Among all volumetric results in AD, observed decreases in the CA1 region occur most frequently and are often the central focus in such studies (Adachi et al., 2003; Boutet et al., 2014; de Flores et al., 2015; Iglesias et al., 2015; Kerchner et al., 2010; 2013; Khan et al., 2015; La Joie et al., 2013; Li, Dong, Xie, & Zhang, 2013; Lim et al., 2012; Mueller et al., 2010; Mueller & Weiner, 2009; Wisse et al., 2014; Yassa et al., 2010; Yushkevich, Pluta, et al., 2015b). Studies employing automatic segmentation completed at more standard resolutions akin to the present study have also been completed (Khan et al., 2015; Li et al., 2013; Lim et al., 2013) and have substantiated our results of decreases in the subiculum, CA2/3, CA2/DG and/or CA1. However, it is important to note that differences in segmentation protocols and atlases may partially explain the varying results among studies.

While some fail to show volumetric changes in MCI cohorts (Kerchner et al., 2013; Wisse et al., 2014), a select few point towards focal decreases in CA1 (Mueller et al., 2010; Mueller & Weiner, 2009), CA3/DG, CA4/DG and/or the subicular subfields (de Flores et al., 2015; La Joie et al., 2013; Pluta et al., 2012). Some of the aforementioned automatic segmentation studies also included an MCI component, which resulted in similar results (Hanseeuw et al., 2011; Iglesias et al., 2015; Khan et al., 2015; Lim et al., 2012; Yushkevich, Pluta, et al., 2015b; see de Flores et al., 2015, Table 1 for overview of studies investigating HF subfield structure in MCI and AD).
With respect to WM regions, we found significant decreases in only the fornix and fimbria in both AD and MCI. Previous studies have demonstrated the accelerated atrophy of the fornix in AD volumetrically (Callen, Black, Gao, Caldwell, & Szalai, 2001; Copenhaver et al., 2006) along with a wide range of DWI studies (Jin, Shi, Zhan, & Thompson, 2015; Metzler-Baddeley, O'Sullivan, Bells, Pasternak, & Jones, 2012; Oishi, Mielke, Albert, Lyketsos, & Mori, 2012; Zhuang et al., 2013). While DWI work also implicates the fornix in MCI (Huang et al., 2012; Mielke et al., 2009; Oishi et al., 2012) the few existing volumetric studies have (Cui et al., 2012), and have not (Copenhaver et al., 2006) shown evidence of decreases in fornicial volume. As for the fimbria, mixed evidence suggests both atrophy and preservation over MCI (Hanseeuw et al., 2011; Iglesias et al., 2015; Khan et al., 2015; Lim et al., 2013; Yushkevich, Pluta, et al., 2015b) and AD (Frisoni et al., 2008; 2006; Lim et al., 2013; Khan et al., 2015; Li et al., 2013). While no results were observed for the alveus, decreases in alvear volume have been both reported in AD (Boutet et al., 2014) and not found in MCI (Iglesias et al., 2015). Surprisingly, we did not observe significant differences for WM regions when comparing AD to MCI (that is, aside from the left fimbria). Although such differences have been reported (Mielke et al., 2009; Oishi et al., 2012) we found increasing negative effect sizes for the fornix and fimbria in aging to MCI and AD. Although not significantly step-wise, these results may support the conclusion that rates of atrophy in WM structures in healthy aging can serve as a predictor of conversion to MCI and AD (Fletcher et al., 2013).

Perhaps the most important goal of this study was to volumetrically assess the memory circuit in its entirety. In this way, each subfield could be evaluated within the context of all other structures, unlike most studies, which simply consider a few subfields irrespective of neighboring structures. This approach is necessary given the inherent connections present within the HF subfields and neighboring structures. In order to draw conclusions about atrophy and disease
changes, taking into consideration only sections of this circuitry is insufficient. By including the WM and the HF subfields we are able to reach this circuitry at a gross anatomical level. It is known that the HF has two main pathways: the polysynaptic pathway and the direct pathway (see Duvernoy et al., 2013 for review). Briefly, the polysynaptic pathway originates in the entorhinal cortex (Amaral & Insausti, 1990) and perforates the subiculum in order to synapse on the DG. From here, axons from the DG then synapse on those present in the CA4 and CA3. Axons then project to the CA1 followed by subiculum before leaving the HF via the alveus and fimbria. On the other hand, the direct pathway simply connects the entorhinal cortex to the CA1. Axons then synapse in the subiculum and back down to the entorhinal cortex (F. Du et al., 1993; MacLean, 1992). Taking into consideration that the entorhinal cortex is the first site of AD-related pathology (H. Braak & Braak, 1991; Gomez-Isla et al., 1996; Moreno et al., 2007; Whitwell et al., 2007) and that MR-identified structural atrophy has been shown to occur first in this region (Dickerson, 2001; A. T. Du et al., 2001; Killiany et al., 2000; 2002; Miller et al., 2015; Pennanen et al., 2004; Varon, Loewenstein, Potter, & Greig, 2011; Visser et al., 1999; see Zhou, Zhang, Zhao, Qian, & Dong, 2015 for review), our results are therefore justifiable at the circuit level. Specifically, early atrophy the entorhinal cortex may implicate the distal structures involved in its downstream circuitry. Since the first synapse of the direct pathway involves the CA1, the observed CA1 atrophy is logical. Our observed atrophy with respect to the subiculum and CA4/DG in AD/MCI can also be explained given the fact that these regions consecutively mimic the connections within the perforant pathway. Following this logic, atrophy beginning in one region would propagate to connecting regions occurring downstream. This idea fits with the cell-cell interaction hypothesis of AD (i.e. prion-like theory of AD) where the spread of pathogenesis is dependent on brain circuitry and spreads from cell to cell in a prion-like manner (Miller et al., 2015; Small, Schobel, Buxton, Witter, & Barnes, 2011; see Brundin, Melki, & Kopito, 2010, for general review; see Yin, Tan, Jiang, & Yu, 2014, for AD-relative review). In fact, these results have been mimicked in ex-vivo studies where the loss of afferents from the entorhinal cortex to
the DG can cause DG atrophy (Scheff, Price, Schmitt, & Mufson, 2006). Surprisingly, the final output afferents of the alveus were not found to suffer from volumetric changes despite that its deterioration has already been observed in AD (Mizutani & Kasahara, 1995).

Continuing with this line of thinking, the preservation of CA1 and alveus regions in our healthy aging sample can be explained by the possible strengthening of an older, more controversial pathway; the alvear pathway. Although its existence has been a subject of debate in humans, this pathway first described by (Cajal, 1911) has been shown in rats (Deller, Adelmann, Nitsch, & Frotscher, 1996). This is different than the perforant pathway since axonal projections here first travel through the alveus to reach the CA1 rather than perforating through the subiculum (Mizutani & Kasahara, 1995). Not only did we identify increases in alveus and CA1 volume throughout healthy aging, we also found structural correlations between these two regions. Taken together, these results could reveal some sort of neuroprotective effect mediated by the CA1 and/or alveus.

Despite the results obtained in the present study, perhaps the most salient limitation involved the use of cross-sectional and standard (1mm isotropic) MR images in our analyses. Although the use of such images provide inherently lower spatial information compared to high resolution images, the lack of dataset availability comprising of high resolution images for healthy aging, MCI and/or AD cohorts forced us to choose scan quantity over quality. While datasets like the Human Connectome Project (Van Essen et al., 2013) do exist and include 0.7mm isotropic scans of 897 healthy subjects aged 22-35, the limited age range forfeits the ability to complete a viable healthy aging study. This is also the case for retrospective or longitudinal data. However, despite this, it should also be understood that the population distributions used in the present study, specifically the ADNI cohorts, may too be a limiting factor. Ideally, the use of larger subject numbers balanced across cohorts would attest the results we have observed. Tied to such
resolution concerns is our use of subsampled versions of atlases during validation. Intuitively, downsampling atlases only provides a proxy gold standard label and may cause the loss of anatomical correctness due to resampling error. In addition, the devised WM protocol can only be thought of as an approximation of structure as rules and delineations are based on available print atlases and histological papers; a limitation suffered by most manual segmentation protocols that do not derive delineations from MRI data registered to histological data (e.g. Adler et al., 2014). In fact, the segmentation of structures with a unique anatomy and that also rely heavily on heuristic rules may carry a certain bias. For example, the natural shape of the alveus, along with its delineation used here may implicate its volumetric measure as a measure more akin to that of hippocampal shape, namely, length of the superolateral border of the HF. While the innate link between shape and volume cannot be exactly discerned here, the same case can be made for many other segmented subregions in their own right. In a similar fashion, volumetric measures of the CA1 may serve as a measure akin to the length of the HF inferolateral border. Despite this, volumetric segmentation, both manual and automatic, is largely based on contrast differences, those of which are properly captured in our automatic segmentations (See Supplementary Materials Figure 20). We hope that proper segmentation via contrast differences that change on a slice-per-slice basis and therefore determine a structure’s thickness would identify such a measure as being a metric more akin to volume rather than shape. The unique anatomy of the alveus, fimbria, and fornix not only facilitates this differentiation, yet, also allows for the feasibility of registration of atlas labels to template-space of the MAGeT Brain algorithm. Unlike the majority of WM regions that appear uniform in conventional MRI, these regions are delimited by unambiguous boundaries, the majority of which include the CSF of the lateral ventricles and grey matter of the HF. Therefore, it would be feasible to suggest that sufficient boundary information is available and capable of driving registration, and ultimately proper volumetric-based segmentation.
It should be noted that other factors exist which may implicate the grey matter and WM contrast changes that provide the fundamental basis of our volumetric measures. Namely, age-related changes in grey matter/WM contrast differences have previously been reported (Salat et al., 2009) and have been shown to exhibit decreased contrast with increasing age (Vidal-Piñeiro et al., 2016). Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that tissue contrast may not be a constant property across age or neurodegenerative disorders. In fact, it has been shown that cortical thickness measures contingent on contrast differences also maintain a bias when contrast differences are not controlled for in healthy aging and AD cohorts (Westlye et al., 2009). Decreases in contrast have also been associated with whole-hippocampal volume measurements in AD cohorts (Salat et al., 2011). Similarly, motion has also been shown to affect multiple morphometric estimates of brain structure, reducing estimates of grey matter volume and thickness (Reuter et al., 2015). Motion artefacts have been shown to be age-dependent and increased amongst clinical groups, and have been shown to also affect volume albeit to a lesser extent than cortical thickness (Pardoe, Kucharsky Hieess, & Kuzniecky, 2016). While OASIS and ADNI provide their own quality control procedures, we instilled an additional quality control procedure in an effort to limit inclusion of scans with abnormal intensity inhomogeneity and motion. However, the contribution of such factors to our volumetric measures cannot be definitively excluded. Related to this is the concern that intensity characteristics of the 3T atlases used differ when compared to MR data acquired at lower field strengths (i.e. as in the OASIS 1.5T dataset). While the template step of the MAGeT Brain algorithm seeks to reduce registration errors, differences in data acquisition and image pre-processing techniques that implicate image intensity remain as a longstanding problem in automatic atlas-based segmentation. Furthermore, any error associated with atlas registration to images of different intensity information would be incorporated and evaluated in the validations performed herein. Such registration errors may be abated using a label fusion method that involves neighbourhood search. While our group has recently completed this for single label structures (Bhagwat et al.,...
2016) this has yet to be completed for multiple labels and should be addressed in future work.

It is also important to highlight the need to compare our current methodology to that of other groups. Just as we have previously completed by our group for the whole HF (Pipitone e al., 2014; Bhagwat et al., 2016), comparison of our automatic white matter segmentation methods should be completed to that of others. However, given the lack of available comparative methods this is not yet possible. To date, the only comparative method that exists is FreeSurfer 6.0, which allows for the segmentation of the alveus and fimbria in addition to the hippocampal subfields. However, at this time, it is currently unavailable until further notice.

Here we have presented not only a novel protocol for the segmentation of WM structures, but have also validated its use for automatic segmentation via MAGeT Brain. Additionally, we assess the changes in these regions (along with HF subfields) in healthy aging and AD/MCI. We identified significant decreases in key WM and HF regions that follow the circuit-based patterns as theorized by the prion-like spread of AD pathology. Results support a neuroprotective role of the alveus and/or CA1 regions for healthy aging. Future study of WM regions and their relation to HF subfields are needed in both health and disease. The inclusion of MTL inputs (i.e. entorhinal, perirhinal or parahippocampal cortices) in future volumetric studies should be prioritized in order to achieve a more comprehensive assessment of the entire human memory circuit. This complete assessment would also offer insight into the circuit-based findings we observed. Finally, a comparison of DWI to volume metrics for the assessment of WM regions should be done in order to better understand which are most sensitive to observing changes in the alveus, fimbria and/or fornix.
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